Our Starter Packs are a collection of our favourite resources, to make it easier for you to achieve what you need to.

We believe in providing solutions - not just products - so each pack is carefully chosen to include items that work together, meet a number of different needs, and offer great value.

All items are also available individually. See the reference page number alongside every item if you’d like to read more about it!
Low Tech Communication / Classroom Display Pack

Ideal for easily displaying your learning theme in a neat, organised and accessible method. The firm display boards are easy to move around a class and also provide a basic communication strategy that is straightforward to use right away.

The pack includes the software required to make as many resources as you need, with 1000’s of pictures & symbols. Also includes:

- 1 x Matrix Maker (A) pg 55
- 1 x Velcro Coins (Hook & Loop) 25m each (B) pg 77
- 1 x Waist Apron Display Board (C) pg 75
- 1 x Portable Choice Display Board (D) pg 74
- 1 x Bi-Fold Communication Folder (E) pg 74
- 1 x Fabric Picture Schedule Vertical, Set of 5 Multi-colour strips (F) pg 72

Early Awareness Cause & Effect Pack

This collection of resources are all accessible using a normal switch. As well as a gorgeous, soft, singing elephant toy, the switch adapted Vibrating Tube gives deep stimulation for people who may need a strong stimulus in order to learn that pressing a switch creates an effect. The adapted Aroma fan blows a gentle breeze with the scent of one of the essential oils when the switch is pressed. The Jelly Bean switch is provided with four different colour switch tops in case there is a favourite, or one that is easier to see, or to help children differentiate between activities. The BIGmack is a single message communication device.

- 1 x Vibrating Tube (A) pg 126
- 1 x Switch adapted Aroma Fan (B) pg 130
- 1 x Essential Oils Therapeutic - Pack of 4 Oils (C) pg 130
- 1 x Flappy Elephant Switch Toy (D) pg 103
- 1 x Jelly Bean Twist Switch (E) pg 88
- 1 x BIGmack Communicator (F) pg 67

Sensory Resources Starter Pack

Includes something for every sense...

- 1 x Fibre Optic Fountain (A) pg 144
- 1 x Glow Cube 30cm (B) pg 120
- 1 x Squidgy Sparkle Shapes (C) pg 123
- 1 x Mini UV Torch (D) pg 145
- 1 x Jelly Bean Twist Switch (E) pg 88
- 2 x Knitted Glow Tactile Balls (F)
- 3 x UV Glow Soft Fabric Scarves (G) pg 144
- 1 x Switch Adapted Aroma Fan (H) pg 130
- 1 x Essential Oils Therapeutic Pack (I) pg 130
- 1 x Vibrating Plush Pillow - Switch Adapted (J) pg 126
- 1 x Snoezelen Music CD (K) pg 129

More Sensory Packs on pg 139 - 145
Early Years First Computer Skills Pack

Fun and easy way to introduce PC skills to kids
With all you need to provide supportive and engaging first computer skills to little ones. The keyboard has lower case colourful letters to help children locate and recognise the keys; and the Tiny mouse fits into small hands.

Typing and mouse skills software teaches correct finger positions and click, drag, etc. through a series of excellent games and activities, as well as computer parts, with printable worksheets and teacher resources too.

1 x myBoard Lowercase Keyboard (A) pg 78
1 x Tiny Mouse (B) pg 81
1 x Nessy Fingers First Typing Skills (C) pg 163
1 x Mouse Skills (D) pg 163
1 x Percy’s Computer Club (E) pg 163

Venturer Eye

Our best value Eye Tracking package
With everything you need to get going with an eye tracking system, for communication, early skills & more, these carefully selected products are chosen by our experienced team to really meet your needs.

It includes:
1 x Eye tracker and holding plate (A) pg 22
1 x Venturer 12” 2-in-1 Laptop/Tablet (B) pg 9
1 x Grid 3 Communication Software (C) pg 53
1 x Tablet Holder & Mounting Plate (D) pg 48
1 x Bluetooth speaker (E) pg 12
1 x Powerbank & USB Hub (F)
1 x Wireless keyboard (G) pg 80

Ideal for either adults or children who require an eye tracker to access the computer, due to complex physical disability.

Full details of this pack are provided on pg 19.

Dyslexia Support Starter Pack

A portable pack with reading and spelling support, for adults and children with Dyslexia
Selected to make reading easier, more discreet and more supportive, this pack can be used in schools and will reduce the need to hire a ‘reader’ during exams. Please refer to full product details for more information on these items.

1 x Venturer EliteWin 11.6” 2-in-1 Laptop (A) pg 9
1 x Claro Read Plus (B) pg 76
1 x Qfrenzy SA Text-to-speech Voice - local language (C) pg 52
1 x Easy-Headphones (D) pg 179
1 x Mouse (E) pg 12
1 x Visual Stress Reading Rulers Pack of 10 (F) pg 173
1 x Microspak Recording Device (G) pg 175
1 x Laptop Bag (H) pg 12
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